Expand eDOCS
with The Managers
A suite of system and administration tools to
support and improve eDOCS DM functions.
Take a closer look at The Managers.
DM Sync Manager aligns MS AD
and eDOCS DM automatically

Unlock and Recover documents
in DM through Admin Portal

DM Sync Manager is an automated
synchronization tool for Microsoft
Active Directory. Easy to use, install
and administrate. It will keep your
AD users aligned with eDOCS DM.

Admin Portal is a framework that
contains 3 useful tools. The portal
provides a rich communication component to make support processes
transparent for requesting users,
helpdesk and other participants.
Admin Portal contains these tools:
Recover Manager has the ability
to recover a lost document from
several restore points and recreate
it back into eDOCS DM.

All settings in the Microsoft AD
Accounts and Groups are reflected
in the eDOCS DM Groups and
People settings. Thereby users are
only managed in one system.

Unlock Manager provides easy
and secure unlock a locked document in eDOCS DM. Helpdesk or an
appointed user can unlock, but can’t
access the document content.
Document Info Manager is an
enhanced system viewer for admins
and helpdesk staff.

Automated processes ensures consistency and lesser risk of security
issues.
DM Sync Manager makes eDOCS
DM administration faster, leaner and
more accurate.
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Keep performance high. DM Connect Manager links you to the nearest DM server and
Smart Search helps you find the document.
DM Connect Manager

Find more information online

eDOCS DM from OpenText™ has
an excellent distributed architecture where the customer can set up
local cache servers (DM Servers).

More about The Managers can be
found at our website:

DM Connect Manager ensures that
you always log on to the nearest
DM server. The product fits organizations where users move between
several geographical locations. This
product is a user-friendly alternative
to the DM Connection wizard.

Book your demo today!

Meta Data Manager
This plugin will provide access to
extract and update profile and
additional metadata information into a document and merge fields in
MS Word, MS Excel and MS PowerPoint files. (Windows only).

mirandapartners.com/themanagers

To give you the full idea of the
user-friendly features and capabilities of The Managers we
recommend a web demonstration.
Call our sales director Jesper Friis
directly at +45 2265 0502 or send
an e-mail to info@miranda.dk with
a description of business interest.
We will prepare a specific targeted
presentation just for you. It will
give you a clear picture of how The
Managers can benefit your work
processes when using eDOCS DM.

Smart Search Manager
This application is a handy search
tool based on internet search methods. Type in some words and easy
filter from the profile and metadata
information in the search result.
You must see this – Book a demo!
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